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Fright and Fear Linger Among Teens 
But Positivism Prevails Post-Sept. 11 

 
A year after Sept. 11, fright, fear and anger linger among millions of American teen-
agers. Yet brighter sentiments are the broadest, including optimism, confidence, national 
pride and a prevailing sense of safety, even in these times. 
 
Six in 10 teens remain frightened about the attacks and scared that more might occur. Of 
greatest concern, perhaps, are those who express high-level anxiety: Anywhere from 15 
to 25 percent are “very” confused and frightened about what happened, “very” scared 
about more attacks and “very” worried about being victimized. 
 
But these high-level concerns have eased in the last year; indeed for nearly all teens, the 
initial shock clearly has subsided. While 38 percent say they had trouble sleeping in the 
immediate days after last Sept. 11, just two percent report trouble sleeping now as a 
result of the terrorist attacks. 
 
Also, this poll finds substantial, 16- to 21-point drops in the number of teens who say 
they’re frightened or confused about what happened, scared about more attacks, or 
worried they might be victims of terrorism (down now to 28 percent, including 15 
percent “very” worried). 
 
Just two emotions measured in this poll haven’t subsided, both almost universally held: 
Ninety-two percent of teen-agers say they’re angry with the perpetrators of the Sept. 11 
attacks. And 88 percent say they’re confident in the United States’ response. 
 
                   Among Teens: Subsiding Shock of 9/11... 
 
                                               9/11    Now    Change 
      Frightened by the attacks                 75%    58     -17 points 
      Scared about more attacks                 80     64     -16 
      Worried about your own safety             49     28     -21 
      Worried about friends/relatives           67     44     -23 
      Confused about who would do this          66     47     -19 
      Angry at the attackers                    94     92      -2 
      Confident in the U.S. response            90     88      -2 
      Sleepless                                 38      2     -36 
 
 
                 ...While Some High-Level Anxiety Lingers 
 
                                               9/11    Now    Change 
      “Very” frightened by the attacks          29%    25     -4 points 
      “Very” scared about more attacks          41     22     -19 
      “Very” worried about your own safety      23     15      -8 
      “Very” worried about friends/relatives    36     20     -16 



      “Very” confused about who would do this   32     22     -10 
      “Very” angry at the attackers             75     64     -11 
      “Very” confident in the U.S. response     63     60      -3 
 
 

 
These results come from an ABC News telephone survey of a random national sample of 
12- to 17-year-olds, done as part of ABC’s daylong coverage of the anniversary of the 
Sept. 11 attacks. (Note: For convenience, this analysis includes 12-year-olds in the term 
“teens.”) 
 
POSITIVE – Whatever fears linger, the attacks failed to shake the fundamentally positive 
attitudes of the vast majority of American teens. Eight in 10 call themselves optimistic 
about the nation’s future, and a smashing 93 percent are optimistic about their personal 
future. Nearly nine in 10 call themselves proud to be Americans. 
 
And despite the new face of terrorism, nearly all teens – 96 percent – feel safe in their 
day-to-day lives, including 58 percent who feel “very” safe. (Younger respondents, age 
12-14, are substantially more apt to feel “very” safe – one of several sizable differences 
between older and younger children, reflecting their differing maturity and awareness.) 
 
            Optimistic about the country’s future   79% 
            Proud to be an American                 88 
            Optimistic about your personal future   93 
            Feel safe in your day-to-day life       96 
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Majorities of teens also say they’d feel safe in a variety of places that may seem more 
vulnerable since Sept. 11 – a crowded place like a shopping mall (84 percent would feel 
safe), a tall building (72 percent), a big city (67 percent) or on an airplane (63 percent).  
 
But quite a bit fewer – anywhere from 19 to 36 percent – say they’d feel “very” safe in 
any of these. And there is a Sept. 11 effect: Those who were frightened by the attacks, or 
scared about more attacks, are much more apt to say they’d feel unsafe flying. 
 
REFLECTION and COMMUNICATION – The attacks continue to command frequent 
reflection among many teens: Sixty-two percent say they think about Sept. 11 “a lot,” 
including 22 percent who think about it “pretty much every day.” 
 
That’s linked to the level of upset the attacks caused. Among teens who were “very” 
frightened by the attacks, 41 percent still think about Sept. 11 nearly every day. But 
among those who weren’t frightened, just five percent dwell on the subject that 
frequently. 
 
Only about half of teens, 51 percent, say they’ve had in-depth discussions about the 
attacks with their parents – surprisingly few, given the magnitude of the event. However, 
teens who were more upset by the attacks, or who think about them every day, are much 
more likely to have discussed them with their parents – meaning these conversations are 
most apt to have occurred where they’re needed most. 
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Still, the lack of broad discussion at home is a cause for some concern, because for many 
kids, talking helps: Among those who’ve discussed the attacks in depth with their 
parents, 68 percent say it made them feel better about things. 
 
Also, teens who haven’t discussed the attacks with their parents are three times more 
likely to say their parents spend “too little” time talking about what happened. In all, 23 
percent of teens say this – including 12 percent of those who have discussed the attacks 
with their parents, and 36 percent of those who have not.  
 
 

 
School is a more prevalent outlet for discussion: Eighty-three percent of teens say 
they’ve had in-depth discussions about the attacks in class at school; 58 percent of them 
say those discussions made them feel better. (About half – especially older teens, age 15 
to 17 – also say they’ve discussed the attacks in depth with their friends.) 
 
CHANGE – When it comes to personal change, 52 percent of teens say their lives have 
changed since Sept. 11 in terms of the way they feel about things, and 40 percent also 
report changes in terms of how they live day-to-day. But most say these changes have not 
been big ones; and most also say the changes have been for the better, not the worse.  
 
Specifically among those who report change in their day-to-day lives, 79 percent say it’s 
been a change for the better; and among those who report change in the way they feel 
about things, 68 percent say that change has been for the better.  
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In another measure, 17 percent say they’ve made changes in their personal plans for the 
future because of what happened Sept. 11. Asked what the biggest changes are, 27 
percent in this group say they’re less likely to fly; 12 percent say they want to continue 
their schooling; and 11 percent say they’re now thinking of joining the armed services. 
(Note, as percentages of the full population of teens these numbers are quite small – all in 
the low single-digits.) 
 
Many changes in teens’ lives, it should be noted, are unrelated to terrorism. A third of 
teens (and especially young teens) say their parents have made new rules in the last year 
about where they can go; but far fewer, 12 percent, say these rules are related to Sept. 11. 
And 48 percent say their parents require them to check in more often; but again fewer 
than half of them,18 percent, say this is because of the Sept. 11 attacks. 
 
GIRLS and BOYS – There are some substantial differences between girls and boys in 
their reactions to Sept. 11. Girls are much more apt to remain frightened about what 
happened (67 percent, compared to 49 percent of boys); and somewhat more apt to be 
scared about further attacks and worried about being victims of terrorism, or having 
friends or relatives victimized.  
 

 
Girls – particularly older-teen-age girls – also are more apt than boys to think “a lot” 
about Sept. 11. And older teen-age girls are most likely to have had an in-depth 
discussion of the attacks with their parents – 62 percent have done so, compared to 40 
percent of older teen boys. 
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There’s a regional difference in the fright factor as well. Teens in the Northeast, where 
the attacks occurred, are much more likely than teens elsewhere to say they’re frightened 
by what happened (but no more likely to be scared about further attacks).  
 
                            Remain frightened  
                           by Sept. 11 attacks 
                    All            58% 
 
                    Girls          67% 
                    Boys           49 
 
                    Northeast      73% 
                    South          57 
                    West           53 
                    Midwest        50 
 
 
HOME LIFE – There’s no sign in this poll that the attacks caused substantial changes in 
many teens’ home lives. Ninety-six percent say their parents (or the parent they live with) 
are involved in their lives; 73 percent (particularly girls) say their parents are “very” 
involved. This is quite similar to pre-9/11 results of an ABC News poll of 15-year-olds. 
 
Having parents “very” involved in their lives does not appear to be a factor in whether or 
not teens are frightened by what happened on Sept. 11, or scared about future attacks. But 
kids whose parents are “very” involved are 25 points more likely to say they’ve had an 
in-depth discussion of the attacks with their parents. 
 
Just under six in 10 teens say they know how their parents feel about the attacks, while 
four in 10 say their parents “have pretty much kept that to themselves.” Younger teens 
are 14 points more likely to know how their parents feel – an example, perhaps, of the 
communication difficulties that can arise between parents and older teens. 
 
About a quarter of teens say their parents were more upset than they were about the 
attacks; nearly all the rest say their reactions and their parents’ were about the same.  
Kids who have more-upset parents are 10 points more apt to be frightened about what 
happened, but no more likely to be apprehensive about the future. 
 
A noteworthy demographic point, though unrelated to Sept. 11, is that just 58 percent of 
teens live with both their parents. The traditional family breaks down particularly with 
older teens (age 15 to 17); just 49 percent of them live with both parents, compared to 67 
percent of younger teens. Twelve percent of teens live with a parent and a step-parent; 
about a quarter live in single-parent homes. 
 
Another demographic note: You can call a good number of kids when they’re out and 
about, but you can’t page them. Twenty-eight percent have cell phones for their personal 
use (spiking to 35 percent of older teens); just three percent, though, have a pager. 
 



STRESS/DEPRESSION – Forty percent of teens report stress in their lives, including 17 
percent who report a “great deal” of stress; this, too, is coherent with previous polling. 
Unrelated to Sept. 11, there’s a great link between stress and age. Among younger teens, 
29 percent report stress in their lives; among older teens, this jumps to 52 percent. And 
stress is highest among older teen-age girls, at 59 percent, compared to 46 percent of 
older teen-age boys. 
 
Self-reported stress is not substantially higher, though, among those who think about 
Sept. 11 every day, or who were frightened by it, or scared about another attack. 
 
Nearly a third of teens, 31 percent, say they ever feel “really depressed”; this, too, is 
similar to ABC’s pre-Sept. 11 poll of 15-year-olds. Three percent say they feel depressed 
“very often,” an additional 13 percent “somewhat often” and the rest less frequently. 
 
PREJUDICE – In one last area, this poll finds that most teens (particularly older ones) 
say they’ve heard anti-Muslim or anti-Arab comments – but not frequently; and coming 
more from other teens, rather than from adults. 
 
Fifty-five percent of teens say they’ve heard other kids say prejudiced things about 
Muslims, Arabs or Arab-Americans; 21 percent say they’ve heard “a lot” of such 
comments (including 12 percent of younger teens, but 30 percent of older ones). 
 
Fewer teens, 39 percent, say they’ve heard prejudiced comments of this nature from 
adults; 11 percent say they’ve heard “a lot” of such comments from adults. 
 
There is broad unfamiliarity with Islam: Fewer than half of teens, 44 percent, say they 
have a “good, basic understanding” of its teachings and beliefs. But that’s more than the 
number of adults, 31 percent, who expressed basic familiarity with Islam last winter. 
 
METHODOLOGY – This ABC News poll was conducted by telephone Aug. 25-28, 
2002, among a random national sample of 547 12-to 17-year-olds. The results have a 
four-point error margin. Fieldwork by TNS Intersearch of Horsham, PA. 
 
Analysis by Gary Langer. 
 
ABC News polls can be found at ABCNEWS.com on the Internet at: 
http://abcnews.go.com/sections/us/PollVault/PollVault.html 
 
Media contact: Cathie Levine, (212) 456-4934 
 
Full results follow. *=less than 0.5 percent. 
 
1. Do you live with both of your parents, one parent only, a parent and a step-
parent, or what?  
 
                                   Parent and              No          No  
                 Both   One     step      Other   parents (Vol)  op. 
8/28/02 12-17     58     24      12         4        2            0 
        12-14     67     22       9         1        *            0 



        15-17     49     27      15         6        3            0 
 
 
2. Would you say that you are optimistic or pessimistic about the future of this 
country?  
 
                Optimistic    Pessimistic    No opinion 
8/28/02 12-17       79             16             5 
        12-14       79             14             7 
        15-17       79             19             3 
 
 
3. Would you say you are optimistic or pessimistic about your own personal 
future?  
 
                 Optimistic    Pessimistic    No opinion 
8/28/02 12-17        93              6             2 
        12-14        94              3             2 
        15-17        91              8             1 
 
 
4. How proud are you to be an American - extremely proud, very proud, moderately 
proud, only a little proud, or not at all proud? 
 
                  -----More proud-----            -----Less proud----      No 
                  NET     Ext.    Very    Mod.    NET     Lit.    Not     opin.   
8/28/02 12-17     88       57      32       7     4         2      3        0 
        12-14     94       58      36       4     2         *      2        0   
        15-17     83       56      28      10     6         3      3        0 
Compare to: 
3/10/02  Adults   92       74      18       5     3         2      1        * 
1/14/01* Adults   87       55      32       9     2         1      1        2       
*Gallup 
 
 
5. After high school, do you plan to go straight to work, go to college, join 
the armed services, or do something else? 
 
                                    Armed          No 
                  College   Work  svcs.  Other  opin. 
8/28/02 12-17       74       9      8      7      2 
        12-14       84       6      4      5      1 
        15-17       64      11     13     10      3 
 
 
6. How involved do you feel (your parents/the adults you live with) are in your 
own life - very involved, somewhat involved, not too involved or not involved at 
all? 
 
                   -------Involved------  -------Not involved------    No  
                   NET  Very   Somewhat   NET  Not too   Not at all    op. 
8/28/02 12-17      96    73       23       4      3           1         0 
        12-14      98    77       22       2      1           1         0 
        15-17      93    69       25       7      5           2         0 
 
 
7. How much stress, if any, would you say you have in your life - a great deal, 
a good amount, only some, a little or none? 
 
                      -----Great/Good------   -Only some/Little/None-  
                            Great     Good          Only                No  
                      NET   deal     amount   NET   some  Little-None   op. 
8/28/02 12-17         40     17        23     60     27       32         0 
        12-14         29     14        14     71     30       41         0 
        15-17         52     20        32     48     24       23         0 
  
 



8. On the personal side, do you ever feel really depressed, or not? (If yes) 
Does that happen very often, somewhat often, not too often or hardly ever? 
 
                    -------------Feel Depressed--------------- 
                          Very    Somewhat   Not too   Hardly          No 
                    NET   often    often      often     ever     No    op.  
8/28/02 12-17       31      3       13          11       4       69    * 
        12-14       27      1        9          13       4       73    0 
        15-17       35      5       17           9       4       65    1 
 
 
9. Thinking about your day-to-day life, would you say you feel very safe, 
somewhat safe, somewhat unsafe, or very unsafe? 
 
                  --------Safe--------     -------Unsafe--------       No 
                  NET    Very    Smwt.     NET     Smwt.    Very     opinion 
8/28/02 12-17     96      58      38       4         3        1         * 
        12-14     98      66      33       2         1        *         0 
        15-17     94      51      43       6         4        2         * 
 
 
10. How would you feel about (READ ITEM) - very safe, somewhat safe, somewhat 
unsafe, or very unsafe?  
 
a. Flying in an airplane 
 
                  --------Safe--------     -------Unsafe--------       No 
                  NET    Very    Smwt.     NET     Smwt.    Very     opinion 
8/28/02 12-17     63      27      36       37       14       23         * 
        12-14     64      27      37       36       15       20         * 
        15-17     61      27      34       39       13       26         0 
 
 
b. Being in a tall building 
 
                  --------Safe--------     -------Unsafe--------       No 
                  NET    Very    Smwt.     NET     Smwt.    Very     opinion 
8/28/02 12-17     72      29      43       28       20        8         * 
        12-14     71      25      46       28       22        6         1 
        15-17     73      32      41       27       17       10         * 
 
 
c. Being in a big city 
 
                  --------Safe--------     -------Unsafe--------       No 
                  NET    Very    Smwt.     NET     Smwt.    Very     opinion 
8/28/02 12-17     67      19      48       33       24        9         * 
        12-14     63      14      49       37       28        9         0 
        15-17     72      24      48       28       19       10         * 
 
 
d. Being in a crowded place like a shopping mall, sports stadium or concert hall 
 
                  --------Safe--------     -------Unsafe--------       No 
                  NET    Very    Smwt.     NET     Smwt.    Very     opinion 
8/28/02 12-17     84      36      48       16       12        4         0 
        12-14     83      29      54       17       13        4         0 
        15-17     84      43      41       16       11        5         0 
 
 
11. How often do you think about what happened last September 11th - the 
terrorist attacks in New York and Washington - do you think about it a 
lot, or not all that much? (IF A LOT) Do you think about it pretty much every 
day, or less often than that? 
 
                  --------Think about it--------     Don’t think       No 
                  NET    Every day    Less often      about it       opinion  



8/28/02 12-17     62         22           40              38            * 
        12-14     60         18           42              40            * 
        15-17     63         26           37              37            0 
 
 
12. In terms of how you feel about things, has your life changed since 
September 11th, or not?  
 
                  Yes   No   No opin. 
8/28/02 12-17     52    47      1 
        12-14     53    46      1 
        15-17     52    48      0 
 
 
13. (IF YES, Q12) Has it been a big change, or not so big? 
 
 
                 Big   Not big   No opin. 
8/28/02 12-17    27      73         * 
        12-14    25      75         0 
        15-17    29      70         1 
 
14. (IF YES, Q12) Has it been a change for the better or a change for the worse? 
 
                 Better  Worse  No opin. 
8/28/02 12-17      68     28       4 
        12-14      68     31       2  
        15-17      68     26       6 
 
NET TABLES:  
 
12/13 NET 
                  -----Yes, changed-----             No 
                  NET     Big    Not big     No     opin. 
8/28/02 12-17     52       14       38       47       1 
        12-14     53       13       40       46       1 
        15-17     52       15       37       48       0 
 
12/14 NET 
                  -----Yes, changed-----             No 
                  NET    Better    Worse     No     opin. 
8/28/02 12-17     52       36        15      47       1 
        12-14     53       35        16      46       1 
        15-17     52       36        13      48       0 
 
 
15. In terms of how you live your day-to-day life, has your life changed since 
September 11th, or not?  
 
                  Yes   No   No opin. 
8/28/02 12-17     40    59      1 
        12-14     51    49      * 
        15-17     29    69      1 
 
16. (IF YES, Q15) Has it been a big change, or not so big? 
 
                  Big   Not big   No opin. 
8/28/02 12-17     26      74         0 
        12-14     19      81         0 
        15-17     38      62         0 
 
17. (IF YES, Q15) Has it been a change for the better or a change for the worse? 
 
                Better   Worse    No opin. 
8/28/02 12-17     79      21         * 
        12-14     78      22         * 
        15-17     80      20         1 



 
NET TABLES: 
 
15/16 NET 
                  -----Yes, changed-----             No 
                  NET     Big    Not big     No     opin. 
8/28/02 12-17     40       10       30       59       1 
        12-14     51       10       41       49       * 
        15-17     29       11       18       69       1 
 
15/17 NET 
                  -----Yes, changed-----             No 
                  NET    Better    Worse     No     opin. 
8/28/02 12-17     40       32         8      59       1 
        12-14     51       40        11      49       * 
        15-17     29       23         6      69       1 
 
 
18. Have you made any changes in your personal plans for the future because of 
what happened on September 11th or not?  
 
                  Yes     No     No opin.  
8/28/02 12-17     17      83         * 
        12-14     18      81         1 
        15-17     16      84         *  
 
 
19. (IF YES) What has been the biggest change in your plans? 
 
8/28/02          
                                    Among those who’ve      Among full 
                                       made changes         population 
Less likely to fly                         27                   5 
Want to go to college/back to school       12                   2 
Joining the armed services                 11                   2 
Want to help others/be a better person      8                   1 
Job plans/Life plans                        7                   1 
More aware of surroundings/ 
  what is going on around me                7                   1 
Less likely to travel/visit    
  tourist attractions                       6                   1 
Less likely to work in tall buildings       3                   1 
Less likely to work in city                 3                   1 
Less likely to trust people/ 
  more aware of people around me            3                   1 
Where I want to go to college               2                   * 
Nothing                                     *                   * 
Other                                      18                   3 
No opinion                                  2                   * 
 
 
20/21. In the last year have (your parents/the adults you live with) made any 
new rules about where you’re allowed to go, or not? (IF YES) Is that because of 
September 11th, or for some other reason? 
 
                  -------New rules------ 
                  NET     9/11     Other     No     No opin.  
8/28/02 12-17     33       12        21      67         0 
        12-14     46       12        34      54         0 
        15-17     20       11         8      80         0 
 
 
22/23. In the last year have (your parents/the adults you live with) told you 
that you have to check in with them more often, or not? (IF YES) Is that because 
of September 11th, or for some other reason? 
 
                  --Check in more often-- 



                  NET      9/11     Other     No     No opin.  
8/28/02 12-17     48        18        30      52         * 
        12-14     52        16        35      48         * 
        15-17     44        19        25      56         * 
 
 
24. Do you feel like you know how (your parents/the adults you live with) feel  
about what happened on September 11th, or have they pretty much kept that to 
themselves? 
 
                  Yes     No     No opinion 
8/28/02 12-17     59      40           * 
        12-14     66      34           0 
        15-17     52      47           1 
 
 
25. Compared to your own feelings about what happened on September 11th, do you 
think (your parents/the adults you live with) were (more upset than you), (less 
upset than you), or about the same? 
 
                  More     Less     Same     No opinion 
8/28/02 12-17      27        3       70            0 
        12-14      25        3       73            0 
        15-17      30        3       67            0 
 
 
26. Thinking back to right after the attacks last September 11th, at the time 
did you personally feel (READ ITEM), or not? (IF YES) Would you say you were 
very or somewhat (READ ITEM) after September 11th? 
 
27. How about the way you feel now? Would you say that you are or are not (READ 
ITEM)? (IF YES) Would you say you’re very (READ ITEM) or somewhat (ITEM)?  
 
8/28/02 - Summary Table: 
 
                             ----------Yes---------- 
                             NET    Very    Somewhat        No         No opin.  
a. Frightened about  
   what happened              
                Then 12-17   75      29       46            25           0 
                     12-14   75      30       45            25           0 
                     15-17   76      28       48            24           0 
                 
                Now  12-17   58      25       33            42           * 
                     12-14   56      26       30            44           0 
                     15-17   60      23       37            40           * 
 
b. Scared that there  
   might be more  
   terrorist attacks          
                Then 12-17   80      41       40            20           0 
                     12-14   81      42       39            19           0 
                     15-17   80      40       40            20           0 
 
                Now  12-17   64      22       42            35           * 
                     12-14   61      24       37            39           * 
                     15-17   68      20       48            32           0 
 
c. Worried about your  
   own personal safety        
                Then 12-17   49      23       26            51           0 
                     12-14   50      26       25            50           0 
                     15-17   48      20       28            52           0 
 
                Now* 12-17   28      15       13            72           * 
                     12-14   29      13       16            71           * 
                     15-17   27      17       11            72           * 



 
d. Worried about the  
   safety of any of your       
   friends or relatives       
                Then 12-17   67      36       32            32           * 
                     12-14   70      35       35            30           * 
                     15-17   65      36       28            35           * 
 
                Now**12-17   44      20       24            56           * 
                     12-14   39      23       15            61           * 
                     15-17   49      17       32            51           0 
 
e. Confused about who  
   would do this and why      
                Then 12-17   66      32       34            34           0 
                     12-14   70      33       37            30           0 
                     15-17   63      31       32            37           0 
 
                Now  12-17   47      22       26            51           1 
                     12-14   57      25       32            42           1 
                     15-17   38      18       19            60           2 
 
f. Angry at the people  
   who did this               
                Then 12-17   94      75       20             6           0 
                     12-14   96      76       20             4           0 
                     15-17   93      73       19             7           0 
 
                Now  12-17   92      64       28             8           * 
                     12-14   92      63       29             8           0 
                     15-17   91      65       26             9           * 
 
g. Confident that the  
   United States would  
   handle the problem         
                Then 12-17   90      63       27             9           1 
                     12-14   94      71       24             5           * 
                     15-17   86      55       30            13           1 
 
                Now  12-17   88      60       28            12           * 
                     12-14   91      67       24             8           * 
                     15-17   85      53       32            15           *     
 
*Wording: “Worried that you personally might be the victim of a terrorist 
attack.” 
**Wording: “Worried that any of your friends and relatives might be the victim 
of a terrorist attack.”                   
 
 
28. Did you have trouble sleeping right after September 11th because of what 
happened, or not? 
 
                  Yes     No     No opin.  
8/28/02 12-17     38      62         * 
        12-14     45      55         0 
        15-17     31      69         * 
 
 
29. Are you having trouble sleeping now because of what happened on September 
11, or not? 
 
                  Yes     No     No opin.  
8/28/02 12-17      2      98         0 
        12-14      2      98         0 
        15-17      3      97         0 
 
 



30. Do you think (READ ITEM) (spend too much time) talking about what happened 
on September 11th, (spend too little time) talking about it, or spend about the 
right amount of time talking about it?  
 
a. Your parents/the adults you live with 
 
                  Too       Too       Right       No 
                  much     little     amount     opin.  
8/28/02 12-17       3        23         72         1 
        12-14       3        23         73         * 
        15-17       3        23         72         2 
 
 
b. The news media 
 
                  Too       Too       Right       No 
                  much     little     amount     opin.  
8/28/02 12-17      32        12         56         1 
        12-14      39        10         50         1 
        15-17      25        13         61         * 
 
 
c. Your friends 
 
                  Too       Too       Right       No 
                  much     little     amount     opin.  
8/28/02 12-17       5        33         62         * 
        12-14       7        30         63         * 
        15-17       3        35         62         * 
 
 
31. Have you had any in-depth discussions with (READ ITEM) about what happened 
on September 11th, or not? (IF YES) Has that made you feel better about things, 
feel worse, or hasn’t it changed your feelings one way or the other? 
 
a. Your parents/the adults you live with 
 
                 Yes   No   No opin. 
8/28/02 12-17    51    49      0 
        12-14    51    49      0 
        15-17    51    49      0 
 
IF YES: 
                 Felt better   Worse   No change 
8/28/02 12-17        68          3        29 
        12-14        69          *        31 
        15-17        68          6        26 
 
b. In class at school 
 
                  Yes   No   No opin. 
8/28/02 12-17     83    17      * 
        12-14     81    19      * 
        15-17     85    15      0 
 
IF YES: 
                 Felt better   Worse   No change 
8/28/02 12-17         58         3        38        
        12-14         69         2        29 
        15-17         48         4        48 
 
c. With your friends 
 
                  Yes   No   No opin. 
8/28/02 12-17     49    51      * 
        12-14     42    58      * 
        15-17     57    43      * 



 
IF YES: 
                 Felt better   Worse   No change 
8/28/02 12-17        51          3        46 
        12-14        52          3        45 
        15-17        49          4        47 
 
 
32. On another subject, do you feel you do or do not have a good basic 
understanding of the teachings and beliefs of Islam, the Muslim religion? 
 
                  Yes     No     No opin.  
8/28/02 12-17     44      55         2 
        12-14     45      52         3 
        15-17     42      57         1 
Compare to: 
1/6/02  Adults    31      61         8 
10/9/01 Adults    34      65         1 
 
 
33. Have you heard any other kids say prejudiced things against Muslims, Arabs 
or Arab-Americans, or not? (IF YES) Have you heard kids say that kind of thing a 
lot, or not much? 
 
                  ----------Yes----------- 
                  NET     Lot     Not much     No     No opin.  
8/28/02 12-17     55       21        34        45         0 
        12-14     48       12        36        52         0 
        15-17     61       30        32        39         0 
 
 
34. Have you heard any grownups say prejudiced things against Muslims, Arabs or 
Arab-Americans, or not? (IF YES) Have you heard kids say that kind of thing a 
lot, or not much? 
 
                  ----------Yes----------- 
                  NET     Lot     Not much     No     No opin.  
8/28/02 12-17     39       11        28        61         * 
        12-14     37        8        29        63         * 
        15-17     42       14        28        58         * 
 
 
35/36. On another subject - do you yourself happen to have a cell phone for your 
personal use, or not? (IF YES) Did you have a cell phone before last September 
11th, or have you gotten it since September 11th? 
 
                  --------Have cell-------                                    
                  NET     Before     Since     No     No opin. 
8/28/02 12-17     28        13         15      72         0 
        12-14     21        11         10      79         0 
        15-17     35        14         21      65         0 
 
 
37/38. Do you yourself happen to have a pager for your personal use, or not? (IF 
YES) Did you have a pager before last September 11th, or have you gotten it 
since September 11th? 
 
                  -------Have pager-------                                    
                  NET     Before     Since     No     No opin. 
8/28/02 12-17      3         2          *      97         * 
        12-14      1         1          0      99         0 
        15-17      4         4          1      95         * 
 
***END*** 
 

 


